


WHO WE ARE
Tibrewal's Interio provides full service interior design and
styling in Kolkata for residential, commercial, and hospitality
spaces. At Tibrewal's Interio, we believe that good design
engages both the mind and the soul. We provide interior
design service for luxury, high end residential & commercial
properties. Our designers are highly-qualified architects
and interior designers, combining knowledge of logistical
solutions as well as overall design concepts to ensure
colours, textures and lighting all work in complete harmony.
Expertly translating customer's visions into reality,
Tibrewal's Interio provides imaginative decor that truly
reflects each client’s individuality. With the highest-scoring
5 Star Interior Design Award in its category, we are
justifiably proud of our interior design skills, creativity and
our exceptional level of customer service.

In our fabulous Kolkata Office, our interior designers are available to discuss client's ideas, offering a personal, 
honest service where the client’s requirements are paramount.



WHY CHOOSE US

Just collecting pieces of furniture and randomly putting them together is not what makes a space design—
you need to dig deeper. We don’t just make your space pretty. Our focus is designing an extension of you.
We work with you to create the right feeling and ambience, so your space matches your personality, and
tells your story.

Being professionals, we do not just apply professionalism, instead, we deal with you in a transparent
manner which makes easier for all of us to exchange views & explore the perfect output which is on top of
our priority list. We believe in building relations & gaining trust. Your satisfaction & happiness is our
assurance when we work for you to design your space.

”Interior design is a business of trust.”
--- Venus Williams



WHAT WE DO
Working with residential, commercial, and hospitality interior design projects in West Bengal & neighboring states,
our passion is mixing Scandinavian style with an international touch and creating elegantly designed spaces.

Whether you are simply restyling a single room or embarking on an extensive development project our designers
will guide you through every stage of your journey, from initial ideas and mood boards to a final timeless
arrangement that will delight and perform for years to come. Photo realistic 3D renders of our products designed
in harmony with your space eliminate guess work helping you to make confident decisions before giving your final
approval. Before the creative work begins our designers will undertake essential home visits, conducting all
relevant surveys to ensure that every detail is correct and throughout will provide accurate cost breakdowns to
ensure we work to your budgets.

Villas & Bungalows are in choice of our few clients. We have a set-up plan for villas & bungalows as to make it
smartly automated & easy to operate which makes you feel great to live in your bungalow.
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PROCESS OF WORK

These promises are all good...until the wrong measurements are taken, materials get mixed up and hidden
costs surface. To prevent these horror stories and ensure you get a truly stress-free journey throughout the
entire planning process, we want you to be as informed and prepared as you can be.

IDEA & START BUILD & FINISHDESIGN & CREAT

DISCOVER
Meet your Tibrewal's Interio
Expert online or at your home
or at our Design Studio.

DESIGN
Co-create your interior design and
get an instant quote, with our
expertised team using brilliant tools.

MOVE IN
Move into your newly furnished home 
within 30 days of finalization of your 
interior designs.



This is why we have come up with processes to make sure that all important informations are clearly
communicated from the get go.

EXECUTION CONSULTANCY



OUR PROJECT

MODULAR KITCHEN COMMERCIALRESIDENTIAL



CONTACT US

BF 144, SEC-1, NEAR SALTLAKE
SWIMMING POOL, SALTLAKE,
KOLKATA-700064

(91) 9748638859

(91) 7003126053

tibrewalsinterio@gmail.com

www.tibrewalsinterio.com

Follow us on


